
T E S T S T O R M  f r o m  C L O U D O N E ®

Test your software.
Not your patience.

It’s a simple concept, really. In order to build flawless applications, you need a 
flawless testing environment. Problem is, to create such an environment you’ve 
traditionally had to invest huge sums of money.  

That ends today.  

Introducing Performance and Load Testing from the Cloud with  
TestStorm from CloudOne. It’s a complete cloud-based performance testing 
offering that’s simple, reliable, flexible and – yes – absolutely affordable. By 
delivering industry-leading tools via the cloud, we’ve made performance testing 
more accessible and convenient than ever before.

From project start to project finish, it’s the only resource a QA pro will ever need. 

Seriously.
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CloudOne is the leader in lifting software and systems development on to the Cloud.  

We elevate development team collaboration through secure Virtual Private Clouds, 
available at anytime to everyone, everywhere.  We boost cost savings by filling 
Clouds dynamically with market-leading IBM Rational development tools through 
Software-as-a-Service.  And, we raise productivity and quality through our CloudOne 
Consortium partners.   Learn more at http://OnCloudOne.net.

Fast 
Speed is a by-product of efficiency: depending on the number of users you want to 
simulate, we can often complete your test within 24 hours.  But the efficiency of 
working with CloudOne goes beyond our technology: we eliminate the hassle of the 
major-vendor procurement process, giving you back a week or more.  Plus, eliminating 
purchases of hardware and networks saves you even more time.

Flexible
CloudOne has a wide range of testing capability that mirrors your needs. Our clients 
have confidence in testing their web and server-based scalability in increments 
ranging from 50 to 500,000 virtual testers.  We support load testing against a broad 
range of applications, including HTTP, SAP®, Siebel®, SIP, TCP socket and Citrix®.  We 
also enable Windows®, Linux® and mainframe technology-based test execution.

Proven
A major university needed to test their new student enrollment system, but didn’t 
have the budget or the time to buy all the needed hardware and software. CloudOne 
provided them its their virtual private cloud for 35 days, pre-configured with IBM® 
Rational® Performance Tester™, and enough hardware and network capacity to 
simulate 5,000 users.  Our partner RTTS provided skills in setting up, executing 
and reporting on the performance.  The results:  A happy customer with a tested 
enrollment system and a savings of over 70%.
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